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Dialogue

Faisal Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah
Deputy Managing Director, Relations & IT

By the advent of the celebrations of the State of Kuwait’s 

National Day and Independence Day, I would like to extend 

congratulations to HH the Amir, HH the Crown Prince and 

the Kuwaiti nation on such cherished annual anniversary 

which reminds us of the joy of freedom and the unity of the 

Kuwaiti leadership, the government and the nation. Since the 

date of its independence, the State of Kuwait moves steadily 

ahead to achieve development, build the Kuwaiti citizen and 

accomplish luxury under the leadership of HH the Amir and 

HH the Crown Prince.

I would like further to spotlight a number of important activi-

ties which KPC achieved in January among its diligent efforts 
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derpin its relations with one of the biggest industrial countries 

in the world and one of the most important importers of the 

Kuwaiti crude oil in Asia.

We cannot disregard either the concern which KPC pays to so-

cial responsibility which it shoulders towards the institutions 
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cultural spring camp among its ‘Nafti’ project which is aimed 

to spread awareness among youngsters on the importance of 

oil in our life through informing them of its various phases 

including exploration, drilling and production as well as the 

other associated industries. Add to this KPC participation in 
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lege to provide them with the requirements needed to achieve 

successfully their new ideas, designs and promising projects.
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stability to our beloved country under the leadership of HH 

the Amir and HH the Crown Prince.
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It is the pleasure of KPC News 
staff to extend their heartfelt 
gratitute to all colleagues who 
contributed to KPC News past 
issues. We will be more than 
happy to receive even more of 
your contributions and ideas 
which will further bolster con-
structive cooperation and con-
tinuous progress.

For your Opinions & Suggestions

Mission
Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC) is a 

corporation of economic character, run on 

a commercial basis and fully owned by the 

State. It is one of the world’s major oil & 

gas companies and its activities are focused 

on petroleum exploration and production, 
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��������	 �������
������	 ���	

transport. KPC’s mission is to manage and 

operate these integrated activities worldwide 
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in addition to growing shareholder value 

whilst ensuring the optimum exploitation of 

Kuwait hydrocarbon resources.

Vision
KPC future vision is based on the following 

items:

�			��	 �	 ������	 ��������	 ���	 ������
����	

driven company.

�			��������	�����������	�	��	������	���	

development of the Kuwaiti economy.

�			��������	��	�����	�����	��������	��	���	

KPC operations.

�			���������	���������	��������	��	���	�����	

related to KPC’s business.

�		����
�	 �	 ��������	 ������	 ��	 ���	

performance and apply the latest and the 

most appropriate technologies in KPC’s 

operations.

Values
!"�	�����	���������	�	����
�����	�	��
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of values as follows:
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 Under the patronage of KPC and its 
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Newsletter organized the activities 

of the 1st Hydrocarbons Strategy 

Forum which was held under the 

slogan ‘Cooperation: The Gulf's 

new imperative’ on Wednesday 

+��������/����/0�

 �� ������ ��)&��� ��� ���� ����	��
�

from the Kuwaiti oil sector on top 
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Chairman of KPC board of direc-
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said, “Despite the ostensible de-

cline in oil prices which reached 

low levels, it is possible to avail 

of such kind of crises positively 

to gain experience of managing 

���)�<��2�������)������������������

��� ��'�	�� 	�����
� ��� 
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&	��	���'	��	��������)	�����������
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to achieve projects in the various 

oil sectors such as exploration, re-

��	���� ��������)	���
� ���� )��	���

transport.

 2�� ������ ����� ���� �������� >�����-

�	�������	����	��
���>���
���������
-

sity of bolstering collaboration on 

all levels to guarantee the stability 

of markets and energy security, as 

the stability of price at fair levels 

����
� ���	���� 
���	��� ����
� 	�� ����

technological progress.

 “In spite of the decline of oil prices, 

we insist on accelerating the imple-

mentation of the big oil projects as 

per KPC strategic directions. We 

believe that expanding petrochemi-

cal industry inside and outside Ku-

wait helps stabilize revenues and 

optimize the added value of crude 

oil production, the matter will re-

�	���� ���� �����	��� 	�>������ ��� �	��

��	��
?�>������	���<����������

 The minister further indicated that 

&�����	������)������%���	����
�����

technologies of the international oil 

companies and improving the skills 

and performance of the national 

personnel are key pivots for ac-

complishing successfully the future 

plans.

 @����	
����������;	�3	�	
�������4	��

Adel Abdulmahdi declared that 

Iraq is ready to provide the State 

of Kuwait with natural gas, indi-

cating the issue will be tackled 

'	���������������������	��
����)�

the two sides.

 During 1st Hydrocarbons Strategy Forum

 Al-Omair:  Huge oil projects achieved as per KPC 
strategic directions
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and the future under the current de-

cline of oil prices, he emphasized 

that the fossil fuel like oil, gas and 

coke will remain the key resource 

of energy for the coming years as 

���� 
�	���	��� 
���	
�	�
� ���� 
���	�
�

conducted in this domain unlike 

what media promotes that the re-

newable energy has occupied the 

position of the fossil fuel.

 3���'�	���� ��59�)�	� 
�	��� E��-

though there are different view-

��	��
� �)���� 4�#!� )�)&��
�

about the necessity of reducing the 

ceiling of production which is  cur-

��������
�	)����������)	��	���&��-

���
� ���� ����� 4�#!� ���
� ���� �����

any intention in the current to trim 

down production.”

 4�� ���� 	�>��������� �	�� ��	��
?� ��-

cline on production plans in the 

�������������4)������59�)�	�	��	-

 2�� �����)��� ����� 8!!� ������	�
�

)������� ��� �������� ����� �����	���

surpluses during the past phase 

when oil prices were high.

 “Despite the abundance of these 

�����	���
�����
�
��8!!�������	�
�

are keen on encouraging foreign 

investments so as to expand their 

economies and vary the non-oil re-

sources of income; the matter helps 

reduce dependence on oil relative-

ly. In addition, this helps exchange 

technology and experiences with 

international companies,” he point-

ed out, adding the international 

economy witnessed several chang-

es in the past decades among which 

the ostensible emergence of China 

and India as new giant economic 

powers. This coincides with the in-

crease of oil supplies particularly 

shale oil in markets; the matter has 

helped them to bolster their status 

economically.

cated that the sultanate and several 

������	�
� '	��� &�� �����	����� 	�>�-

enced by the decline of oil prices 

if it lasts for couples of years; the 

matter will lead them to changing 

their production plans. However, 

the sultanate is able to manage the 

situation on the short run particu-

���������	����������������������/0�

 4�� ���� ������ ������ ��5��
��	� 
�	��

GCC countries possess massive re-

serves of oil and gas which are not 

available in many areas all over the 

world. Thus, they can achieve inte-

gration among each other in oil and 

gas industry, as some countries like 

the State of Kuwait needs to import 

the natural gas; so, such integration 

will enable it to meet its needs easily.
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ment Affairs, and Chairman of KPC board of directors 
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serving oil prices in the international markets, as the State 

of Kuwait and Republic of Venezuela are key members 

	��4�#!�

It is worth mentioning that the Kuwaiti delegation includ-

������	��� Q����
��������� ��� 4	�� 3	�	
������	� &	�� ��&���
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�����	��� 	��4�#!�3���))���

��5�����	�� ��'�	�?
� �)&�

����� ��� M���(����� 3���)-

med Al-Shabo, and Consultant Fadhel Al-Hassan from 

3	�	
�������@���	�������	�
�

To reinforce ways of bilateral collaboration

E v e n t s

Al-Omair receives Venezuelan FM, accompanying delegation
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mania to the State of Kuwait Vasily Soveneti in 
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Relations and Information Technology Sheikh 

@�	
��� +�&��� ��5��)��� ��5��&��� ��� 3������

+��������X����/0�

They discussed several issues of mutual concern 

particularly in oil industry. They also tackled 

ways of underpinning collaboration between 

KPC and Romanian oil companies.

 CEO receives Romanian ambassador

 !�	���#%����	���4�����������'�	����������)�!������-

�	���3���6	(�����5��
��	���������������������������-

��������	�	�	��	�������)���!#4
������!�'����������-

riched the journey of the corporation and underpinned 

	�
��	���
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�	�����	���3���6��	����������3����������5

���'�	&������3���@����;���5Y��Z	������������
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���� 0��� ���	���
���� ��� ��!� �
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�	��'	���&����������������

 The honorees extended appreciation and gratitude for 


�������
	����&��� 	�	�	��	���'�	�����>���
���!�Z���-

ness on the element of manpower.

On occasion of 35th anniversary of KPC establishment

 CEO honors his former counterparts 
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Appreciating its efforts in preserving energy consumption

MEW honors KPC

3	�	
���� ��� #�����	�	��� ���� [�����

honored Kuwait Petroleum Corpo-

���	��� �����
������ &�� 	�
� !#4� 3���

6	(�����5��
��	����3������+�������

�X�� ��/0� 	��!#4�4����� ���� ���� ��-

forts which the corporation puts forth 

to preserve energy consumption and 

achieve the concept of greenhouse in 

the oil sector’s complex.

The ministry’s delegation, which 

honored Al-Adsani, included Di-

rector of Technical Surveillance 

Department in Planning and Train-

	�������������3#[�#����#;&�����5

Tayyar who hailed the pioneering 

and outstanding role which KPC 

plays in supporting the initiatives 

of preserving energy consumption.

She indicated that the oil sector’s 

complex has become an ideal ex-

ample in preserving energy con-

sumption for the other govern-

ment authorities and institution, 

adding she has generalized the 

presentation which was conduct-

��� &�� #���� ��)��� ��53�����	��

from KPC, about KPC achieve-

)���
� 	�� ��	
������ �����	
�������

during a meeting with the execu-

tive committee of preserving the 

consumption of electricity and 

water in the various government 

institutions.

She further made clear that the 

team in charge of conserving ener-

gy consumption in KPC displayed 

�� ��)&��� ��� ������� 
���	��� � ���\-

ects which are aimed to reduce 

consumption among which in-

stalling solar plates in the parking 

area to generate electricity as well 

as rehabilitating the complex as a 

greenhouse.

It is worth mentioning that Al-

��
��	���������3����	���$	���-

����������)	�	
����	�������	�
�3���

Bader Al-Sharrad and his deputy 

3��� ��)��� ��52�)���� 3�������

��� !�))���	��� ���� ����	��� 3���

Ahmad Al-Ghareeb, Team Leader 

��� ��&�	�� ����	��� ���� 3�	���-

������#������)�����54)��	������

���	���#����@�'�(���5�

���������

'	�����53�����	��
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KPC taking part in 27th Engineering Design exhibition 

Faisal Al-Jaber: KPC seeks diligently to provide 
requirements of success for ideas, promising projects

Kuwait Petroleum Corporation took part in patronizing 

�����"���#��	����	���$�
	���#%�	&	�	�����������
������
����

#��	����	���������������)�!������������'�	��Q�	���
	���

which was organized in Crowne Plaza Hotel under the pa-

����������������)��	���3	�	
�����������3	�	
�������� �̂����

Affairs Sheikh Salman Al-Hummoud Al-Sabah and in the 

presence of the dean of the college Dr. Hussein Al-Khayat 

���_��
����$���)&��������/`��

For his part, Sheikh Faisal Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah, 

$������3����	���$	����������9����	��
����������)��	���

Technology at KPC, said the corporation’s participation in 


���
��	��������%�	&	�	�����>���
�����������	������������
�

which KPC takes seriously to activate its social role with 

the institutions of the civil society. 

He emphasized that KPC seeks devotedly to provide all 

requirements of success and support for the new ideas, 

designs and promising projects of youth whose ideas are 

core for gigantic projects which will in turn play an essen-

tial role in achieving the national economic development.

���	
�'�����)���	��	��������3���+�)�����5����
	��3�������

�����&�	��9����	��
�����3��	��$�����)���������	������)�-

morial plaque on behalf of KPC at the end of the exhibi-

tion for taking part in sponsoring the exhibition. 
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 Electronic website for scholarship launched
 It line with KPC 2030 strategy 

Yaqub Al-Qais Yaqub Al-Hammad

Kuwait Petroleum Corporation 

puts manpower on top of its pri-

orities believing that such impor-

tant element is the true resource 

of achieving development in all 

����
�� ������	������ 	�� ����	��
�

training courses and program in-

cessantly to its personnel whether 

through coordinating with local 

authorities or through overseas 


������
�	�
���
� ����
�	���	�����-

velopment and training are nec-

�

���� ���� ���)	��� ����	���� ��-

ministrative system that is able 

to shoulder the burdens and chal-

�����
����������	��������)	������

social development.

Therefore, KPC has established 

a website for overseas scholar-

ship for the employees of the oil 

sector. This system provides the 

employees who are willing to get 

scholarship with several advan-

tages.

To throw more light on the advan-

tages and facilities which the sys-

tem provides to employees, KPC 

6�'
������� 	�����	�'��� 3��� �̂-

coub Al-Hammad, Team Leader 

of Scholarship and Study Leaves, 

����3��� �̂���&���5{�	
�������
��

of Scholarships and Study Leaves, 

'�����������	��������_��	�	�������

Career Development in KPC.

@��� �	
� ������ �̂���&� ��52�)-

mad said Scholarship and Study 

Leaves Section launched the elec-

tronic website for scholarship sys-

tem in collaboration with Infor-

mation Technology Department.

He added this step is in liaison 

with the directives of Sheikha 

������� ��5��&���� 3����	���

Director of Training and Career 

Development Sector at KPC, 

who stresses the necessity of 

developing continuously the ef-

��	���������������)���������)-

������
��
�������!�����
�����-

gic directions.

Goals

As per the objectives of the 

electronic website, Al-Ham-

)��� ����	���� ����� ���� '�&
	���

is aimed to increase the em-

ployees’ awareness about the 

mechanism of scholarships and 

study leaves in the Kuwaiti oil 

sector; in addition to comply-

ing with the principles of trans-

parency and objectivity in the 

procedures of selecting nomi-

nees for getting scholarships. 

It is also aimed to develop the 

mechanism of applying for the 

scholarship and study leaves 

and announcing results elec-

tronically. Add to this the ad-

ditional services which the 

site provides including special 

�	�Z
��������
	��
����3	�	
�������

2	����� #�����	���� ���� ��'�	�	�

��������������
��&���������� ����

������	�	�
����'�	�������	�����
�

of language are submitted…etc.

T r a i n i n g

 Electronic website for scholarship launched
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 The new electronic website improves the 
mechanism of announcing, applying for scholarship

Al-Qais: We 
coordinate 
with Public 
Relations & 
Media 
Department 
to launch 
media 
campaign for 
the site

Al-Hammad: 
The site 
enables 

employees to 
apply for 

scholarships 
and leaves 

outside

Advantage 

He went on to say that the site 

enables the employees to be fa-

miliar with the conditions and 

regulations allotted to get schol-

arship and study leaves online 

����� 	�� ���)����
	��� ���������7�

in addition to publishing period-

ical announcements concerning 

������'��������)�������)��	�-

cations approved in this regard. 

It also allows them to check 

online the names of the nomi-

nees who are accepted in schol-

arships as well as the names of 

graduates at the end of each aca-

demic year.

New mechanism

3���'�	���� ��5{�	
� 
�	�� �����-

arship and Study Leaves Section 

has diligently sought to change 

the mechanism of announcing 

the plan of scholarships for em-

ployees, as the old mechanism 

depended basically on distribut-

ing forms to the concerned de-

partments in KPC’s subsidiaries. 

This mechanism confronted some 

�����	��
��)����'�	��������	��-

culty of providing each employee 

with such form because of the na-

ture of work and their sites or the 

personal circumstances such as 

the annual leave or exterior tasks. 

However, the electronic site man-

aged to surmount such negatives 

and save time and effort.

Media campaign

He further indicated that the sec-

tion has coordinated with Public 

9����	��
� ���� 3��	�� $�����-

ment to launch an associated 

campaign to introduce the new 

electronic website, its goals and 

advantages for employees. The 

campaign includes electronic 

pamphlets regarding the way 

of dealing with the new system 

and highlighting the website  in 

KPC Newsletter and KPC World 

Newsletter as well as KPC’s 

social networking sites such as 

Twitter and Instagram.

 The new electronic website improves the 
mechanism of announcing, applying for scholarship
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 0����	��	��������	��	��	#������	��	1���	���	#������	���	"�����
��	2�������	���	

�����
��	 ��	 !����	 "������
	 ����������3�	 �����	 ��	 �������	 4�5	2��	2�61
����	

KPC will organize in collaboration with its subsidiaries the 2nd Kuwait International 

������	�����	���	��$����
��	����������	���	�+�������	��	8968;	<��������	=>8?5

 2�61
���	�+�����	���	������	�$��	������	���	������@���	����	�
�����	�$��	���-

ticularly under the rapid and huge growth which KPC and its subsidiaries are wit-

nessing in various activities; besides the challenges which they confront to comply 

���	���	�������5

 He stressed that the region needs such impor-

tant events to convey the level of development 

achieved in this domain, stressing Kuwait is con-


	������������������	�����
�	������������&�
��2�#�

practices particularly in oil activities which are 

carried out by KPC and its subsidiaries.

 He indicated that the conference will throw light 

�������&�
�������	��
�	)���)���������2�#������

under the territorial and international keenness 

�������
	��	����������
���������

 It is worth mentioning that the conference is con-

sidered a substantial window for KPC and its 


�&
	�	��	�
����
����	�����������������
��2�#�&�
��

practices, the latest developments, strategies and 

 KPC organizes Kuwait International HSE 
Confab, Exhibition

 Held under the slogan ‘We can make a difference to our world’
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technologies applied in this respect. It will also 

highlight through territorial and international 

2�#��%����
�����)&�����������	����
���	�
�����

realistic experiences during sessions that will be 

held to let the participants be familiar with all 

��'��������)���
�	��2�#�'�	����������������

adherent to work environment but they also ex-

����� ��� ���� 
�������	��� ���	���)���� ��� �������

certain level of luxury for people and societies.

 The experts will further tackle the ways of im-

����	��� ����������)�����������
������ 	��2�#�

through plans allotted in this regard. They will 

further throw light on other related cases among 

which climatic change, thermal occlusion, sus-

tainable development, social responsibility, risk 

management, and the best practices of manag-

ing water and production operations.

 It is noteworthy that a specialized exhibition 

will be held on the sideline of the conference 

to enable national and international companies 

to display their latest technologies and services 

'�	��������������	��2�#�
������
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E v e n t s

Kuwait Petroleum Corporation held the 1st ‘Nafti’ 

Spring Camp for the children of its employees dur-

	�������)	�5���)����	����	��+���������/0��
���������

its efforts to spread oil culture among youngsters 

among ‘Nafti’ project which it launched recently in 

�����&����	���'	�����'�	��4	��!�)�����

@��� ���� ������ ���	Z��� ���������5��&���� 3����	���

Director of Training and Career Development at 

KPC, said the sector is keen on organizing enter-

tainment summer activities for KPC employees and 

their families to reinforce the relation between the 

employee and the corporation. In addition, it is also 

interested in holding summer training courses to im-

prove the skills of the children of KPC employees 

	��#���	
��

She indicated that ‘Nafti’ Spring Camp is consid-

����� ������
�� �������������������	�������)��'�	���

KPC organizes to help participants to be acquainted 

with oil industry, stressing that KPC has realized the 

importance of spreading oil culture among young-

sters; consequently, it took the decision of organiz-

ing such camp.

3���'�	����3�����	���54&�	���3����	���$	����������

Relations and Information Technology at KPC, clari-

���������
������)��	
������������������������	������
�

holding lectures for students in schools and issuing 

oil stories as well as organizing oil activities and ex-

hibitions among which the exhibition which KPC 

organized recently in the Avenues.

Indicating KPC intends to organize other activi-

KPC organizes its 1st ‘Nafti’ Spring Camp for 
children of its employees
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�	�
�
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KPC’s social responsibility towards the society, 

as the corporation is keen on spreading awareness 

and knowledge among youngsters on oil industry 

which is the key resource of the national economy 

��� ���� ��������� 3��������� |6���	?� ���\���� 	
� ���-


	������ ���� ��
�� ��� 	�
� Z	��� ��� ���� ������ ��� 8!!�

countries which is aimed to enrich the curricula of 

3	�	
�������#�����	���'	����	����������

��� 	
�'�����)���	��	��� �������!�	

���� 	����/`����

�	�������������	�����E@��)�}������4	���������+����?
�

����
<�	�������&����	���'	����4!��_���������	������
�


�	���	���
�&\�����������'	��
�'�	���������)&	����

to serve interestingly the content and attract children 

to read and increase their knowledge on oil.
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الترقيات

التعيينات

¿GRƒØdG º«gGôHEG êÉ¡àHG
ájQGOE’G ¿hDƒ°û∏d ÜóàæŸG ƒ°†©dG ÖFÉf Öàμe

�����E	2�6<��@��

DMD – Administration

…ójõŸG º°SÉL ódÉN
É«LƒdƒæμàdGh åëÑdG

Khaled Al-Mazeedi 

/�������	H	%���������

ÊGhó©dG ídÉa ¿ÉæM
≥jƒ°ùàdG §«£îJ  

�����	2�62�����
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¥GRôdGóÑ©dG õ©ŸGóÑY É«dGO
»∏NGódG ≥«bóà∏d ÜóàæŸG ƒ°†©dG ÖFÉf Öàμe

Dalya Al-Abdulrazzag
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Ú°ùM õjõ©dGóÑY É°TQ
ÖjQóàdG
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 á«àjƒμdG ∫hÎÑdG á°ù°SDƒe IóMh -»∏NGódG ≥«bóàdG

á«àjƒμdG §ØædG äÓbÉf ácô°Th
Salem Al-Yaseen
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á«àjƒμdG á«æWƒdG ∫hÎÑdG ácô°T IóMh -»∏NGódG ≥«bóàdG
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Corporate Internal Audit KNPC Unit
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»ª«∏bE’G IQƒaÉ¨æ°S Öàμe
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âjƒμdG §Øf ácô°T IóMh – »∏NGódG ≥«bóàdG   
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 áYÉæ°U ácô°ûd »∏NGódG ≥«bóàdG IóMh

á«dhÎÑdG äÉjhÉª«chÎÑdG
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Corporate Internal Audit PIC Unit
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 á«æWƒdG ∫hÎÑdG ácô°T IóMh -»∏NGódG ≥«bóàdG 

á«àjƒμdG
1
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Corporate Internal Audit KNPC Unit
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Promotions

New Appointments

Co n g r a t u l a t i o n sOu r

Abdulrahman Al-Saleh

Private Sector Participation Development

<���@	2�6*�����

Private Sector Participation Development
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Activity Team of Public Relations & Media 
Department announces receiving pleasantly the best 
pictures taken by mobile only for the landmarks of 
our beloved Kuwait regarding the celebrations of the 
National Days.

Z[;\V��:�	�*P��	'!�	%��1��	]��"@���	
@*
A.Jasmi@kpc.com.kw - R.Banay@kpc.com.kw

Pictures are received by email:
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